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 Fermat's Last Theorem for
 Rational Exponents
 Curtis D. Bennett, A. M. W. Glass, and Gaibor J. Sz6kely
 1. INTRODUCTION. In this paper, we consider an extension of Fermat's Last The-
 orem to the case of rational exponents n/m with n > 2, an extension that admits com-
 plex roots. The use of complex roots allows for curious things to happen. For example,
 a "new" solution to Fermat's equation in this case is given by
 15/6 + 15/6 = 15/6, (1)
 where the first 15/6 is really (e2,i)5/6 - e5 ri/3, the second is (el0ri )5/6 - e"ri/3, and the
 third is (e0)5/6 = 1. Thus the equation becomes the more believable e5"i/3 + eri/3 -= 1.
 As equation (1) makes most of us uncomfortable (and certainly leads to confusion),
 it behooves us to rewrite the equation an/rm + bn/m= - cn/m in the form (al/m)n +
 (bl/m)n =- (cl/m)n and then ask: For what mth roots of positive integers a, b, and c
 and for what n > 2 with gcd(m, n) = I do we have an + b" = cn?
 Our main theorem is:
 Theorem 1. If m and n are coprime positive integers with n > 2, then solutions to
 an/m + bn/m - cn/m in positive integers a, b, and c occur only if a = b = c, m is
 divisible by 6, and three different complex 6th roots are used.
 Let
 Sm = {Z e C I Zm E Z,m > 0},
 the set of complex mth roots of positive integers. Then S, is the set of positive integers.
 In this notation, our main theorem becomes:
 Theorem 2. For integers n and m with n > 2 and gcd(m, n) = 1, the numbers a, b,
 and c in Sm are such that an + b' = cn if and only if (1) 6 divides m and (2) a, b, and
 c are different complex 6th roots of the same real number
 Indeed, all solutions are given by triples of the form (aei'/3, e5i'/3, a) where
 a belongs to Sm or, perhaps more curiously, as triples (aeni~/3, ae-ni"/3, a) (since
 gcd(m, n) = 1 implies that n = ?l(mod 6)).
 As is standard in problems of this sort, rather than searching for solutions to an +
 bn = cn, we instead seek solutions to the equivalent equation (a/c)n + (b/c)n = 1. To
 this end, for each positive integer m we define
 T, = {z E C I zm E Q, zm > 0).
 Theorem 1 is then a corollary to the following theorem:
 Theorem 3. Let m be a positive integer, and let xl and x2 in Tm be such that xl +
 x2 = 1. Then either both x, and x2 are rational, or x, = ale?ieI and x2 = a2eTi2,
 where al, a2, 81, and 02 are as in Table 1 in section 4 (of which only the last row gives
 a solution to Fermat's equation).
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 Surprisingly the entries in Table 1 correspond to classical triangles of interest:
 the equilateral triangle, the 45'-450-900 triangle, the 300-600-90' triangle, and the
 300-300-1200 triangle. Moreover, the proof of this theorem can easily be presented
 in an abstract algebra class as an application of the fundamental theorem of Galois
 theory.
 The proof of Theorem 3 (and hence the generalization of Fermat's Last Theorem)
 requires one technical result (using Galois theory) and a basic application of the sine
 and cosine rules from trigonometry. Of course, to obtain the generalization, we also
 need Fermat's Last Theorem, proved by Wiles and Taylor in [9] and [6]. Those in-
 terested in reading more about the Wiles-Taylor result will find a beautiful exposi-
 tion of the problem in [4]. We also suggest that readers might find the extension of
 Fermat's Last Theorem to Gaussian integer exponents given by Zuehlke [10] of in-
 terest. Tomescu and Vulpescu-Jalea [7] consider the rational exponent case (including
 n = 1, 2) but restrict to real roots. The Galois theory argument is similar to the stan-
 dard methods for reducing the Lang conjecture to the Mordel conjecture. For details
 the interested reader can consult [3].
 The proof of Theorem 3 breaks into three main steps. We first treat the real case
 with a and b in Tm,R = Tm n R, the set of reals in Tm; we next prove the technical
 lemma; and we finish by proving our generalizations of Fermat's Last Theorem. A
 reader unfamiliar with Galois theory can read section 2 and the statement of Lemma 8
 in section 3, and then skip ahead to section 4.
 2. THE REAL ROOT CASE. We begin with a well-known lemma [5, Lemma 3.2]
 on minimal polynomials.
 Lemma 4. If a is algebraic over a field F, then there is a unique monic irreducible
 polynomial pa (X) in F[X] such that p, (a) = 0. Moreover if f (X) is a member of
 F[X] with f (a) = 0, then pa(X) divides f (X) in F[X].
 We call p~ (X) the minimal polynomial for a over F, and note that the degree of
 the field extension F(a) over F satisfies [F(a) : F] = deg(pa(X)). In this paper, we
 shall be concerned primarily with the minimal polynomial for a when am lies in Q.
 As is usual, we use la I to denote the modulus of the complex number a.
 Lemma 5. If am is an element of Q and Iak I is not an element of Q when k < m, then
 Xm - am is the minimal polynomial for a over Q.
 Proof Although this result is well known, we include a proof for the sake of com-
 pleteness. Let " be a primitive mth root of unity. Then
 m
 Xm _ m _(X _ ria). j=1
 Let p, (X) be the minimal polynomial for a over Q. By Lemma 4, p, (X) = E1= bt Xt
 divides Xm - am. The constant term bo of p, (X) is a product of r roots of Xm - am
 by the unique factorization theorem for polynomials over Q [5, Theorem 2.3]. Hence
 bo = (tar for some integers t and r. As bo is rational and Ibol = Iar |, it follows that
 Iar I is rational as well. Thus by hypothesis r > m, implying that pa (X) = Xm - m.
 We now prove the real version of Theorem 3, an important step in establishing the
 full complex version of the theorem.
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 Proposition 6. Let m be a positive integer If a and b are elements of Tm,a such that
 a + b = 1, then a and b are rational.
 Proof Let k be the smallest positive integer such that ak I = ?ak belongs to Q. By
 Lemma 5, pa (X) = Xk - ak and [Q(a) : Q] = k. Because b = 1 - a, it follows that
 [Q(b) :Q] = k also. Consequently, k is the minimal positive integer such that Ibk I
 is rational, and pb(X) = Xk - b belongs to Q[x]. We observe that a = 1 - b is a
 root of (1 - X)k - bk . On the basis of Lemma 4 we conclude that Xk - ak divides
 (1 - X)k - bk. Both of these polynomials have the same degree, and hence they differ
 by a constant multiple. This happens only if k = 1, for the second polynomial always
 has a linear term. Thus a and b are rational. U
 At this point we can state a real version of Theorem 1 (see [7]).
 Proposition 7. Let m and n be relatively prime positive integers with n > 2. Then
 an + bn = 1 has no solutions with a and b in Tm,a.
 Proof By way of contradiction assume a and b in Tm,R are such that an + bn = 1. As
 (an)m and (bn)m are both rational, Proposition 6 implies that an and bn are rational.
 Since a" and am are both rational, we deduce that agcd(m,n) = a is rational. A similar
 argument shows that b is rational. Consequently, a" + b" = 1 for rational numbers a
 and b, contrary to Fermat's Last Theorem. 0
 3. A GALOIS INTERLUDE. Allowing for complex roots adds difficulties that Ga-
 lois theory will help us to circumvent. If an + bn = 1 and [Q(a, b) : Q] > 1, then
 acting upon the pair (a, b) by an element of the Galois group yields other solutions.
 Thus our main goal in this section is to use Galois theory to identify a constraint on
 elements of mth cyclotomic fields whose nth powers are rational.
 Lemma 8. Let m and n be positive integers. Suppose that a is a real number in the
 extension field Q(e27ri/m) such that a" is rational. Then a2 is also rational.
 The proof of Lemma 8 is the one place in the paper where we need Galois theory,
 and the reader who already knows this lemma or is willing to take it on faith can safely
 skip ahead to section 4. To prove Lemma 8, we rely on the following three results from
 Galois theory, all of which can be found in [5]. Kummer established the first of these
 lemmas [5, Lemma 14.3] specifically to study Fermat's Last Theorem, Lemma 9 [5,
 Theorem 11.1] is the "Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory," and Lemma 10 [5,
 Theorem 8.1 ] is important for keeping track of the roots of polynomials.
 Galois theory is a typical tool in number-theoretic existence proofs. Some of the
 basic ideas of the theory can be traced back to J. L. Lagrange's booklet "R6flexions
 sur la r6solution algebraique des 6quations" (1770-1771). In 1832 Galois developed
 a general theory for deciding which algebraic equalitions are "solvable" in the sense
 that their roots can be expressed in terms of their coefficients. Moreover, in case a con-
 crete equation is solvable, then with the help of the Galois theory we can construct its
 "solutions." (For information about the interesting life of Evariste Galois see [2].) On
 March 30, 1796, an important special case of Galois theory was found by C. E Gauss
 when he proved the constructibility of the regular 17-gon. In the past two centuries
 Galois theory has changed the landscape of algebra and become an indispensable tool
 in many existence proofs. We intend to exploit this tool. The two key insights of Ga-
 lois that we use are the splitting field of a polynomial and what is now called the
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 Galois group of a field extension. The splitting field of a polynomial p(x) over a
 field F is a smallest extension field K of F such that p(x) factors into linear poly-
 nomials over K. The Galois group Gal(K/F) of an extension field K of F is the set
 of all field automorphisms of K that fix every element of F.
 Lemma 9. Let m be a positive integer; and let K - Q(e22ri/m) be the extension field
 of Q generated by adjoining e2,ri/m. Then Gal(K/Q) is Abelian.
 Lemma 10. If F is afield, K is the splitting field of some polynomial over F, and L is
 an intermediate field (F c L C K), then L is the splitting field of a polynomial over
 F if and only if Gal(K/L) is a normal subgroup of Gal(K/F).
 Lemma 11. Let K be the splitting field of some polynomial over F. If p(X) is an
 irreducible polynomial in F[X] that has at least one root in K, then all roots of p(X)
 lie in K.
 Proof ofLemma 8. Let m and n be arbitrary positive integers, and suppose that a
 is a real number in K = Q(e27i/m) such that an is rational. The Galois group G =
 Gal(K/Q) is Abelian (Lemma 9). Consequently, every subgroup of G is normal in G.
 In particular, if F = K fl R, then Gal(K/F) is normal in Gal(K/Q). From the funda-
 mental theorem of Galois theory it follows that F is the splitting field of some polyno-
 mial in Q[X].
 Let k be the smallest positive integer such that ak lies in Q. By Lemma 5, the
 minimal polynomial for a over Q is Xk - ak, hence this polynomial is irreducible
 over Q. As a belongs to F, Lemma 11 implies that all the roots of Xk - ak are in F.
 Since F is a subfield of the real numbers, this ensures that every root of Xk - ak is
 real. Thus k is at most 2, and a2 is rational as desired. M
 We note that we could replace the first paragraph of the foregoing proof (and hence
 avoid the use of the fundamental theorem of Galois theory) by showing directly that
 the monic polynomial
 m/2 X - 2cos 2k
 g<k<m/2)=
 gcd(k,m)=l
 has integer coefficients (as done in [8]), thereby establishing that F = Q[cos(27r/m)]
 is a splitting field. This method avoids Galois theory but is somewhat complicated.
 Because one of our goals is to provide a treatment of this problem that can be presented
 in an undergraduate abstract algebra class, we opted for the proof that we have given.
 4. THE MAIN RESULT. For the proof of the main result, we need a lemma con-
 cerning the rational values that can be taken by cos(2knr/m). In particular, we record:
 Lemma 12. Suppose that k and m are positive integers. If cos(2knr/m) is a rational
 number, then 2 cos(2k7r/m) is an integer.
 Proof Let a = 2krr/m. By basic manipulations, one can establish the recurrence re-
 lation
 2 cos(na) = 2 cos ((n - 1)a) - 2 cos a - 2 cos ((n - 2)a)
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 (see [1, p. 137]). An easy induction argument then establishes that
 m
 2 = 2cos(ma) = aj (2 cos a)J,
 j=O
 where am = 1 and aj is an integer for j = 0, 1,..., m. Thus 2 cos a is a root of a
 polynomial with leading coefficient 1. If 2 cos a = p/q, the rational root test implies
 that q = 1, so 2 cos a is an integer. l
 We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
 Proof of Theorem 3. Consider elements xl and x2 of Tm with xl + x2 = 1. If xl and x2
 are real, then Proposition 6 implies the result. Hence we may assume that either xl or
 x2 is not real; since their sum is 1, we may further assume that neither is real. Using the
 polar representation of complex numbers we write xl = al ei*l and x2 = a2eiV2, where
 al and a2 are positive real numbers and -7r < #1, *2 < 7. Since Im(xl + x2) = 0,
 sin trlI and sin 42 have opposite signs. Accordingly, for one of the js we have 0 <
 fj < nr, while for the other -.r < 1j < 0. Relabeling xl and x2 if necessary, we
 may assume that 0 < <frl < rr. At this point, we let 09 = = 1 and 02 = -/V2, so that
 xl = aleil1 and x2 = a2e-i'2. Recalling that xj is a rational number (j = 1, 2), we
 infer that a1 belongs to Tm,R and 0j = 2kjrr/(2m) for some integers kj. In this new
 notation, we have
 a eiol + a2e-1i2 - 1.
 Figure 1 represents this complex addition graphically, with the point in the first quad-
 rant aei e', the point in the fourth quadrant a2e"i2, and the dashed line representing
 translation of the second vector to form the vector sum of the two complex numbers,






 Figure 1. Complex plane representation of x" + xn.
 Concentrating on the part of this figure lying in the first quadrant, we have a triangle
 with side-lengths the moduli of x1, x2, and 1 and angles given by 01, 02, and 00 =
 r - 0 - 02, as in Figure 2.
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 1 2 a,
 81 02
 1
 Figure 2. Triangle associated to vector sum.
 Since the sum of the angles of the triangle is r, 00 = 2konr/2m for some integer ko.
 By the law of sines, a2/1 = sin 01 / sin 80 and a /1 = sin 02/ sin 80. Now sin 80 lies
 in Q(e2ri/4m), for sin 80 = (eioj + e-'ij)/2i and i is a fourth root of unity. Hence aj
 belongs to Q(e2ri/4m) n R. Lemma 8 then implies that both a2 and a2 are rational. We
 next apply the law of cosines to our triangle to obtain:
 12 = a + a2 - 2ala2 cos 00,
 a2 = a2 + 12 - 2al cos 01,
 a a2 ? 12 - 2a2 cos 02.
 The first equation yields cos00o = (a2 + a2 - 1)/(2ala2). As a2 and a2 are ratio-
 nal, it follows that cos(200) = (2 cos2 00) - 1 is rational. Consequently, 2cos(200)
 is an integer (Lemma 12). Similarly, 2cos(201) and 2cos(202) are integers. Hence
 2 cos(20j) E {0, ?1, ?2} for j = 0, 1, 2. Since 0 < Bj < r (for j = 0, 1, 2), we have
 Oj = pjrll/12, where pj e {2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 101. As o0 + 01 + 02 = Jr, the possibilities
 for (01, 02) under the assumption that 01 > 02 reduce to a short list:
 3 96 6)6 4)(4 4 \2 4)9/' 2' 7r)(2'r 6 \3' 6 \3'3
 (2( ' 'g . .. .. ..
 All of these correspond to one of the classical triangles (i.e., the 300-30'-120' triangle,
 the 45'-45'-90' triangle, the 300-600-900 triangle, or the equilateral triangle).
 Solving these triangles, we arrive at the following list:
 Table 1.
 Triangle type 01 02 al a2
 30'-30'-120' 27r/3 .r/6 1 /
 r//6 7r/6 1/ 1//3
 450-45o-90o jr/2 7r/4 1 -/2
 Sr/4 r/4 1/, 1/,/
 300-600-90o .r/2 7r/3 8/3 2
 .r/2 7r/6 1/,V 2/V/
 r/3 7r/6 1/2 V5/2
 equilateral 7r/3 7r/3 1 1
 This completes the proof of Theorem 3. (N.B. We use the upper sign in xl = e?+io and
 X2= ei'02 when 01 _ 02 and the lower sign in the other case.) a
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 We are now ready to prove Theorem 2, our generalization of Fermat's Last Theo-
 rem. For the sake of simplicity, we restate it in slightly modified form here.
 Theorem 13. Let m and n be relatively prime positive integers with n > 2. There
 exist x and y in Tm such that xn + yn = 1 if and only if 6 divides m, in which case
 xm = ym = 1. In other words, there exist x, y, and z in Sm such that xn ? yn n = if
 and only if 6 divides m, and in this case xm = ym = Zm.
 Proof Suppose that x and y are members of T, with Xn + yn = 1. Let y = x" and
 p = yn. Since ym = (xn)m = (xm)n is rational and positive, it follows that y belongs
 to Tm. Similarly, / is in Tm, and y + P = 1. Relabeling y and P if necessary, we deduce
 from Theorem 3 that either both y and P are rational or y = al eiOl and / = a2e-i02 for
 some choice of al, a2, 01, and 02 from Table 1. If y is rational, then xm and xn are also
 rational, whence x = xgcd(m,n) is rational. A similar argument shows that y is rational.
 But xn + yn = 1, in contradiction with Fermat's Last Theorem. Thus we may assume
 that y and / come from values provided by Table 1.
 Since a/n = ym is rational, am is the nth power of some rational number. How-
 ever, by inspection of the values in Table 1, this only happens if either gcd(m, n) = n
 or al = a2 = 1 and 01 = 02 = 7r/3. By hypothesis, n > 2 and gcd(m, n) = 1, so the
 former case is impossible. In the latter case, y = eix/3 and /3 = ei/3, and the fact that
 y is a member of T, implies that emir/3 is a positive rational number, whence m is
 divisible by 6 and ym = Pm = 1. Since xm = ym/n is a rational positive nth root of
 unity, xm = 1, and similarly ym = 1, as desired.
 We can further restrict x and y using y = ei'/3 and conclude that
 x -= y ln = e(6k+l)ir/3n
 for some choice of k. As gcd(m, n) = 1 and xm is rational, it follows that 6k + 1
 must be divisible by n. Consequently, this choice of k is unique modulo n, so that x is
 unique. A similar argument demonstrates that y is unique.
 On the other hand, if m = 61, let x = enixr/3 and y = e-inr/3. Then xm = e2inl -= 1 and similarly ym = 1, placing x and y in Tm. Now the assumption gcd(m, n) = 1
 implies that gcd(6, n) = 1, and thus that n2 - l(mod 6). It follows that x" + yn =
 eir/3 ? e-ixr/3 = 1. Thus x and y furnish the unique (up to interchanging x and y)
 solutions of xn + yn = 1 with x and y in Tm. E
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